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Abstract We evaluate the thermo-chemical state of the lower mantle by analysing the differences in the
pattern of heterogeneity between shear and compressional velocity variations and the S2to2P heteroge-
neity ratio (RS=P5dlnVS=dlnVP) as mapped in our model SPani and in alternative joint models. Robust struc-
tural differences between VP and VS evidence the presence of compositional heterogeneity within the two
Large Low Shear Velocity Provinces (LLSVPs). We find also an increasing decorrelation with depth that can
be associated with compositional layering of the LLSVPs. In addition, our model shows heterogeneity in the
transition zone and mid mantle by complex morphology of subducting slabs and further differences
between VP and VS that point to an unexpected heterogeneous lower mantle. Precise estimates of composi-
tional heterogeneities are not yet affordable because of the difficulty to provide quantitative measure of
RS=P , making it difficult to use this ratio to evaluate chemical heterogeneity. For instance, RS=P global median
value (<RS=P>) drops from �2:8 to �1:9, at 2500 km depth when the VP component of SPani is replaced by
a VP model resulting from a differently regularized inversion and obtaining an equally good data fit. An
increase of 20% of the SPani VP anomalies also drastically reduces <RS=P> without significantly degrading
the data fit. Noise in model parameters also leads to overestimate RS=P in the two LLSVPs as we show with
synthetic tests. Additional mineral physics uncertainties for compositional effects on RS=P and for the conver-
sion of dlnVS and dlnVP into density further complicates a precise chemical interpretation.

1. Introduction

Seismic models are essential to assess the physical properties of the deep structure of the Earth. Owing to
the different sensitivity of VP and VS to temperature (T) and composition (C), including phase transforma-
tions, a comparison of VP and VS models provides key information on the physical state of the Earth’s inte-
rior. In particular, the heterogeneity ratio RS=P5dlnVS=dlnVP has been proposed to be an important
diagnostic parameter to determine the compositional state of the Earth’s mantle [e.g., Robertson and
Woodhouse, 1996; Masters et al., 2000; Karato and Karki, 2001; Deschamps and Trampert, 2003]. Observations
suggest that RS=P is high in the lowermost mantle, with average values (<RS=P>)> 2.5 and especially high
values in the region dominated by the two large low shear velocity provinces (LLSVPs) [e.g., Robertson and
Woodhouse, 1996; Masters et al., 2000; Della Mora et al., 2011].

The thermo-chemical nature of the Earth’s lower mantle is still debated. The presence of large RS=P in the
two LLSVPs and their sharp edges, the increase of the relative ratio between S and P velocity variation below
1000 km depth and the anti-correlation between bulk sound velocity variations (dlnV/) and shear velocity
variations (dlnVS) have been interpreted by several authors as evidence of compositional heterogeneity
[e.g., Trampert et al., 2004; Garnero and McNamara, 2008; Della Mora et al., 2011]. More recently, other
research groups, based on the conversion of global mantle circulation models (MCMs) into elastic parame-
ters [e.g., Schuberth et al., 2009; Davies et al., 2012, 2015], have argued that, although chemical heterogene-
ities might be present, they are not required to explain the lower mantle seismic observations.

If a map of VS is to be compared to a map of VP, they should in principle have the same parameterization
and resolution. This is problematic since VS2 and VP2 sensitive data illuminate the Earth’s interior in differ-
ent ways. In spite of this limitation, ‘‘joint’’ inversions where VP and VS heterogeneities are unknowns of the
same inverse problem are very helpful to study the lower mantle [e.g., Su and Dziewonski, 1997; Hernlund
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and Houser, 2008; Koelemeijer et al., 2016]. In Tesoniero et al. [2015], we followed this approach, assembling a
diverse data set that includes body- and surface-wave (fundamental modes and overtones) observations.
We analyze our model SPani [Tesoniero et al., 2015] to assess the structural and physical properties of the
lower mantle region. We identify robust differences between VP and VS components of our model and dis-
cuss related implications on the structure of thermal and/or chemical heterogeneity of the lower mantle.
We anticipate that observed variations throughout the lower mantle and within the LLSVPs suggest that
chemical and/or phase related heterogeneity could be more dispersed than what previously thought. In
order to infer the chemical nature of those differences, we then focus on the determination of RS=P . We
show how subtle choices and model parameterization can significantly affect the S2to2P heterogeneity
ratio. We compare variations from our inferred spherical-average values (<RS=P>), with previously inferred
values [e.g., Robertson and Woodhouse, 1996; Antolik et al., 2003; Della Mora et al., 2011] and with values
obtained by inverting our VP or VS structure for temperature, assuming different compositional models.

2. Data and Tomographic Model

In a previous study [Tesoniero et al., 2015, hereinafter paper 1] we jointly inverted Rayleigh and Love surface
waves up to the sixth overtone in combination with major P and S body-wave phases. The inversion scheme
also included a regularization constraint in the form of a depth dependent heterogeneity ratio RS=P , based
on mineral physics estimates. In paper 1, we presented the seismic features of our new model SPani and we
interpreted the main upper-mantle anomalies in terms of chemical heterogeneities. In this study, we focus
our analysis to the lower mantle.

The data coverage is granted by �1 million of teleseismic direct P- and �250000 S- phases (see table 2 in
paper 1 for more details). Main S- body wave core phases (e.g., ScS, SKS) are also included, along with multi-
ple bouncing P- phases (e.g., PP, PPP), while the seismic P2 body wave data set does not encompass core
grazing (e.g., PcP) or core traversing (e.g., PKP) phases and therefore resolution in the proximity of the core
mantle boundary (CMB) drops. We thus mostly focus our analysis and interpretation to the best resolved
lower mantle region, i.e. down to �2600 km depth.

The spatial coverage of data used ensures, within this depth range, a good constraint on both VP and VS

long-wavelength structure. Different ray-path trajectories of the P2 and S2 phases and different
frequency-dependence of the phases themselves [e.g., Robertson and Woodhouse, 1996; Saltzer et al., 2001]
might slightly affect the modeled structure. In addition, any tomographic inversion requires a series of regu-
larization choices that affect the amplitude of the seismic anomalies and the degree of tomography resolu-
tion. In paper 1 we have thoroughly investigated the effects of regularization and weighting on the output
model with a systematic analysis [cf. Tesoniero et al., 2015, sections 2.6, 2.7, 3.1]. We will here further analyze
the role of those effects on the heterogeneity ratio.

3. Seismic Observations

3.1. Lower Mantle Structural Aspects of SPani
In SPani, the similarity between VP and VS structure throughout the lower mantle is remarkable. For exam-
ple, the degree of similarity measured by the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between VP and VS ranges
from 0.74 to 0.84 between 2000 km and 2500 km depth, and the correlation further increases for longer
spatial-wavelength structures. The remaining decorrelation between dlnVS and dlnVP holds, however,
important information on possible compositional and/or phase variations.

In agreement with other published models, the lower mantle structure of our joint inverted seismic model
is dominated by the two LLSVPs beneath Africa and the Pacific ocean (Figure 1). The Pacific anomaly
appears to be more scattered in both VP and VS compared to the African one. In contrast, the African anom-
aly shows stronger anomalies and a more continuous shape. Note that this can be partly due to the weaker
resolution of the seismic data beneath the South-Eastern Pacific margin as later discussed by using a model
resolution analysis. A smoother model could be a possible solution of the inverse problem and would
reduce some of the differences between the two macro-regions. In any case, there are robust differences
between VP and VS that have implications on the thermo-chemical nature of the lower mantle.
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There might be different approaches to quantify the relative variations between VP and VS maps. For exam-
ple, Hernlund and Houser [2008] have used a procedure in which they scaled VP and VS so that both ampli-
tudes are normalized to a reference VS standard deviation. Structural differences are then evaluated by
considering the misfit dlnVS2dlnVP of the normalized values. Here we adopt a similar approach, already
used in paper 1, in which we visualize these variations as the difference in percentage between the VP com-
ponent of our model and the expected VP, i.e. a VP model scaled from our VS model (see Figure 1 right). As
scaling factor, we use the slope of the best linear fit between dlnVP and dlnVS distribution at each depth.

The LLSVPs are clearly identified if we look at the VS part of our model (see Figure 1, left), but the decorrela-
tion between VP and VS evidences the presence of robust structural variations within the LLSVPs (Figure 1,
right). This observation suggests the presence of compositional heterogeneity within the LLSVPs. Moreover,
VP and VS in LLSVPs are best correlated in their top part (Figure 1, right), while decorrelation increases
toward the bottom of the mantle. This observation is in agreement with the presence of a compositional
layering within the LLSVPs [Ballmer et al., 2015], although effects of phase transitions and limited resolution
of our model toward the bottom of the mantle complicate a quantitative interpretation. There are other
intriguing differences between VP and VS structure shown in the cross sections in Figure 1. Note, for

Figure 1. Cross sections through the (top) Pacific and (bottom) African LLSVPs. Three dashed lines at 410 km, 660 km and 1500 km are shown for reference. Maps with profile locations
are shear velocity variations at 2500 km depth plotted between 62% as in the cross sections to the left. The VP velocity variation is shown in the middle plots cross sections, while the dif-
ferences between dlnVS and dlnVP computed from dlnVS is shown in the cross sections to the right.
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Figure 2. Cross sections from the surface to the CMB across three major convergent margins of the Western Pacific subduction system. From top to bottom we have the northern
Honshu arc, the Marianna subducting system and the Tonga Trench. Dashed black lines identify three reference depths of 410 km, 660 km, and 1500 km. The map of VS is shown to the
left side while the VP is to the right. The slab geometry is consistent between the VP and VS model, while a larger degree of decorrelation between VP and VS is present below 660 km.
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example, the strong VP anomaly between 700 km and 1500 km depth beneath mid-Pacific that does not
correspond to a strong VS anomaly (Figure 1, top).

In general, we observe differences between dlnVP and dlnVS throughout the whole lower mantle and transi-
tion zone which suggest a more heterogeneous mantle than previously thought. In Figure 2, we show three
cross sections corresponding to subduction regions along the boundary of convergent margins. The slab
morphology imaged in our joint tomographic model is overall consistent with that of recent, high-
resolution, VP images [e.g., Obayashi et al., 2013]. In particular, our model shows the same complexity, with
slabs that bend and stagnate around 660 km or in the midmantle (�1000 km). The cross section cutting
across the northern Honshu arc in Figure 2 (top) shows, for example, a SE-NW gently dipping slab that sits
between 410 km and 660 km depths in both the shear (left) and compressional (right) velocity model com-
parable to that depicted in Fukao and Obayashi [2013, Figure 3]. Interestingly, in spite of limited resolution
of our model, we also observe strong VS anomalies and relatively milder VP anomalies in the upper mantle
above the slabs, which are in agreement with the diffuse presence of fluids and melts (Figure 2, top). Like-

wise, the morphology of the E-W
steeply dipping Marianna slab in Fig-
ure 2 (middle) is in agreement with
Figure 4 of Fukao and Obayashi [2013].

As previously shown for the cross sec-
tions cutting through the African and
the Pacific LLSVPs, also the cross sec-
tions of Figure 2 are generally charac-
terized by some degree of
decorrelation between VP and VS. The
interpretation of seismic tomography
to constrain slab morphology in the
mantle is a difficult task. Using either
VP or VS models can lead, in some
cases, to a different shape of fast seis-
mic anomalies associated with slabs.
This problem is particularly clear in the
Tonga Trench (Figure 2, bottom). Here,
the VS model is characterized by an
extensive fast anomaly sitting in the
transition zone above 660 km. In the
VP model, instead, a less pronounced
positive anomaly seems to image a
slab which penetrates deeper in the
mantle and stagnates below 1000 km
depth.

In general, a precise interpretation of
observed discrepancies between VP

and VS is complicated. A quantitative
interpretation of our model requires
(a) the precise determination of RS=P ,
and (b) the use of mineral physics rela-
tionship to link dlnVP and dlnVS to T
and C. We first assess, based on syn-
thetic tests, to what extent the differ-
ences in the pattern of heterogeneity
between the VP and VS part of our
model (which would imply differences
in chemistry) are required by data. We
focus on quantitative aspects of our

Figure 3. Distribution of (top) direct P and (bottom) direct S data by their epicen-
tral distance.
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Figure 4. Output of a standard checkerboard resolution test at four lower mantle depths. The amplitude is 61% for the VP model and 62% for the VS model. The compressional velocity
model is on the left side and the shear velocity model on the right. The recovery power of our data set is fairly good both for the compressional and shear velocity model, however the
VP model is better resolved at those depths. The southeastern margin of the Pacific Ocean is rather poorly recovered.
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model (and seismic tomographic models more in general) to infer the robustness of the S2to2P heteroge-
neity ratio. Finally, we make use of current knowledge of material properties to relate observed features to
thermo-chemical anomalies.

3.2. Resolution in the Lower Mantle
In paper 1, the global’’ structural ‘‘recovery power of our P and S data sets has been systematically assessed
through several resolution tests, either employing standard checkerboard tests or using tomographic filter-
ing hypothesis techniques [e.g., Ritsema et al., 2007, 2009]. These tests were specifically designed to check
whether the upper mantle structural features of our tomographic model were robust. In the lower mantle,
the resolution of our seismic model depends upon the coverage of our body-wave database. Direct P body-
wave phases have their turning point in the deep portion of the lower mantle between 2000 and 2800 km
depending on the epicentral distance. The double (PP) and triple (PPP) bouncing P-phases provide addi-
tional resolution in the upper part of the lower mantle, i.e. below the transition zone and down to 2000 km
[e.g., Koelemeijer et al., 2016]. We show in Figure 3 the histograms with the distribution of number of traces
grouped according to their epicentral distance (and related turning point) for direct P and S data. We pro-
vide here an additional sensitivity test to supplement those shown in paper 1. We use an input model which
encompasses a checkerboard pattern of positive and negative velocity anomalies only in the lower mantle
region between 1000 km and the CMB. The result shows that the resolution is fairly good throughout the
whole lower mantle (Figure 4). Only the regions to the north of the Pacific-Antarctic Rise and to the west of
the East Pacific Rise are poorly resolved by our seismic data set.

3.3. The Problem of Estimating S2to2P Heterogeneity Ratio
Seismic tomographic models are a representation of the 3D heterogeneous structure of the Earth’s subsur-
face. Since VP and VS heterogeneities differ in both amplitude and wavelength, it is difficult to identify a sin-
gle value which is representative of a reference VP and VS velocity variation at a certain depth. This
uncertainty will thus propagate also in RS=P and care must be adopted in defining such a delicate diagnostic
parameter.

Different strategies have been adopted to define a representative (1D) depth-dependent profile for RS=P .
Conventional choices are (i) the mean value [e.g., Della Mora et al., 2011], (ii) the median value [e.g., Masters
et al., 2000; Davies et al., 2012], (iii) the ratio of the spherical-average value of the S and P velocity perturba-
tions [e.g., Robertson and Woodhouse, 1996], (iv) the slope of the best linear fit between the VP and VS veloc-
ity perturbations [e.g., Saltzer et al., 2001], (v) the ratio of the RMS amplitude between the shear and
compressional velocity anomalies [e.g., Antolik et al., 2003].

We first remove the 3D average of our model for both VP and VS components, and we then compute the
RS=P heterogeneity ratio in each point of our model. We consider lateral variations in RS=P at all depths
defined by our model’s parameterization and we compute their spatial and statistical distribution. We
define the average 1D depth profiles <RS=P> by using the median values [e.g., Robertson and Woodhouse,
1996; Masters et al., 2000; Davies et al., 2012]. We discard from our calculations all the values for which jdln
VSj < 0:2% and jdlnVPj < 0:1%, similar to Della Mora et al. [2011]. There certainly is an error on both dlnVS

and dlnVP , due to data error and numerical inaccuracy of inversion algorithm. In areas where dlnVP is close
to zero and becomes smaller than the error, the ratio RS=P5dlnVS=dlnVP will tend to explode. In areas where
the values of both dlnVS and dlnVP are smaller than the error, RS=P will have completely meaningless, possi-
bly very large, values. Note that those areas do not pose problems when one just looks at a tomography
model: dlnVS and/or dlnVP are close to zero and that is correct, within error, but their ratio is not constrained
at all (for a short discussion on this issue, see Della Mora et al. [2011]). We also discard all the data points for
which dlnVS and dlnVP have opposite sign variations, resulting in a negative RS=P . Note that the <RS=P> is
significantly lower if all anomalies are considered. For example, <RS=P> in SPani drops from �2:5 to �2, at
2500 km depth, if also small and opposite sign anomalies are considered.

3.4. Implications of Tomographic Regularization (Smoothing)
The global tomography inverse problem is notoriously ill-conditioned. Consequently, seismic tomography
requires one or more regularization constraints to stabilize the inversion and achieve a meaningful solution.
In this section, we investigate the effects that different regularization constraints have on the retrieved
spherical-average <RS=P> in the lower mantle. We performed two inversions in which we changed the
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roughness damping parameter (rdp) of the VP component of our model with respect to the VS component
between 1000 and �2700 km depth. In the first test, the rdp for VP is chosen to be half of that of the VS

model, while in the second test we double the rdp of VP with respect to VS. This way, we allow for larger lat-
eral velocity jumps than SPani in the first case (Test#1), and, in the second case, we constrain the seismic
anomalies to be more similar between neighbooring blocks, thus obtaining a smoother model than
SPani (Test#2). As expected, the amplitudes of VP anomalies are larger than SPani in Test#1 and smaller in
Test#2.

Figure 5. Compressional velocity variations at 2100 km depth for three models with different roughness damping. The roughness damp-
ing increases from top to the bottom. Note how, as the model becomes smoother, the amplitudes of the anomalies become smaller, thus
strongly influencing the retrieved RS=P .
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The large-scale structural features of the two test models are very similar to our favorite model SPani (see
Figure 5). All models show a good overall data fit (around 80%) but large differences arise in their spherical-
average RS=P profiles. Specifically, the smoother model is characterized by significantly higher <RS=P> com-
pared to the less smooth one (Figure 6). Interestingly, at a depth of 2500 km, the median value of RS=P has a
value around 2.7 for the smooth model, while the value drops to �2 in the case of Test#1. A common fea-
ture between all the models is the increase with depth of the heterogeneity ratio, although with a different
gradient, throughout the lower mantle (Figure 6).

Finally, note that the all the seismic models span a large range of RS=P at each depth, as shown by the shad-
owed area in Figure 6, which marks the 25th and 75th percentiles of SPani values.

3.5. RS=P Lateral Variations
In the last two sections, we shortly mentioned the presence of relevant decorrelations between VP and VS

anomalies (Figure 1) and a wide statistical distribution of <RS=P> (Figure 6). In this section, we further exam-
ine how lateral variations are constrained by seismic data since their determination has important implica-
tions for compositional structure. In agreement with previous studies, SPani shows high heterogeneity
ratios in well imaged LLSVPs in the lower mantle. This observation has been used to interpret LLSVPs as
chemically differentiated regions from the surrounding mantle [e.g., Su and Dziewonski, 1997; Masters et al.,
2000; Wen et al., 2001; McNamara and Zhong, 2005]. A statistical analysis of the lower mantle shows that
RS=P grows with increasing absolute values of velocity anomalies, be they positive or negative (Figure 7,
top). The same pattern is also reproduced in other joint VP and VS tomographic models hmsl06 [Houser
et al., 2008] and GyPSum [Simmons et al., 2010] (Figure 7, bottom). The GyPSum model also presents peculiar
features, such as fingerlike trends and cutoff values (Figure 7, bottom-right), that are likely due to the adop-
tion of more stringent mineral physics constraints in the inverse process (we note that geodynamic obser-
vations have been also inverted in this model). The observed trend does not have any physical meaning
and it emerges if small random decorrelations between VP and VS structure exist.

In order to document this, we present the results of suite of synthetic tests, performed using 100 test mod-
els, designed to quantify to what extent the degree of decorrelation between VP and VS is a physical charac-
teristic of our joint model or if it is an artifact due to e.g., noise in the model parameters. The tests are
performed into two steps:

1. The VP component of our model
SPani between 1000 km and the
CMB is initially scaled to VS so that
the correlation between the two
seismic structures is equal to 100%

2. Gaussian random noise is added to
the perfectly scaled model until the
degree of correlation between VP

and VS matches the one observed
in SPani

3. A comparison between the the orig-
inal model and the one contami-
nated with white noise is carried
out by looking at the statistical dis-
tribution of the VP2VS anomalies, of
RS=P2dlnVS and the histograms of
the RS=P distributions.

An example is shown in Figure 8 for
one test model and for a depth of
2070 km. For all the 100 tests models,
a Gaussian noise with a standard devi-
ation �16% is sufficient to reproduce
the same statistical distribution in the

Figure 6. Spherical-average heterogeneity ratio <RS=P> for SPani (solid black line)
compared to <RS=P> for two test models (black dashed and dotted lines). Test#1
(dashed black) is a model with enhanced roughness in VP structure and Test#2
(dotted black) has a smoother (less rough) VP. The shaded region is delimited
between the 25th and 75th percentiles of SPani <RS=P>. The red curves show the
ratios obtained by converting the VS component of SPani into VP (and tempera-
ture) assuming pyrolitic composition (solid red line) or a chemically stratified com-
position (dashed red line) with MORB enrichment with depth (see main text).
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dlnVP2dlnVS plane we observe in SPani (Figure 8, middle and right). As random noise is added, the distribu-
tion of RS=P starts to spread out and reproduces the trend with higher RS=P values for large dlnVS anomalies
(compare middle-top and middle-bottom plots in Figure 8). Since the distribution of RS=P of our synthetic
model is very similar to SPani, the global median value and the median value only computed in low velocity
regions, i.e. regions where dlnVS < 21 (Figure 8, right), are also well reproduced. This suggests that the rela-
tively high RS=P values in LLSVPs can be biased by ‘‘noise’’ in the model parameters. The relation between VP

and VS heterogeneity, and behaviour of RS=P observed from SPani (Figure 8, top) can thus reflect both a ‘‘real
decorrelation’’ between dlnVS and dlnVP , or the effect of relatively small errors in tomography models that
propagate into RS=P and affect it significantly. Given the notorious resolution problems of global tomogra-
phy, the latter interpretation might be very important.

Importantly, the white-noise added has a small effect on data-fit: all 100 synthetic test-models are character-
ized by similar data-fit. The fit for P data is always almost the half of the original model (decreasing from
�41% to �19%) and indicates that part of the differences between VP and VS in our model is robust and
indeed required by the data.

Another limitation in tomography images is related to the amplitudes of the anomalies. We tested that an
increase of 20% of the VP anomalies (i.e. dlnV 0P5dlnVP120% � dlnVP) reduces <RS=P> from 3 to 2.5 without
significantly degrading the data-fit. The fit for P-wave travel times drops from 40.9% in SPani to 40% for the
model with the increased VP anomalies.

Figure 7. Heterogeneity ratio against VS variations are shown (top) at two depths for SPani, and at one depth each (bottom) for hmsl06 [Houser et al., 2008] and (bottom right for
GyPSuM [Simmons et al., 2010]. Small RS=P anomalies (jdlnVSj < 0:2% and jdlnVP j < 0:1%) and opposite sign anomalies are not considered. Red lines are linear interpolation of positive
and negative anomaly branches. Cyan crosses identify the point whose x and y coordinate are, respectively, the median value of the VS variations and the median heterogeneity ratios.
Cyan lines are expected RS=P from purely thermal interpretation of dlnVS assuming pyrolite. Note that RS=P tends to increase as the anomalies, either positive or negative, increase.
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To furthermore document the important role of regularization in distribution of RS=P values, we show the
results of a ‘‘tomographic filtering hypotheisis’’ resolution test [Ritsema et al., 2009] performed in paper 1.
For this test, we used as input model the geodynamic mantle convection model by Bello et al. [2015], which
has several Earth-like features (although it does not posses LLSVPs). VP and VS are perfectly correlated (Pear-
son correlation coefficient CC5100%) in the input model and RS=P value is uniform and equal to 2. We
obtain an output model by using our inversion algorithm. Although the correlation coefficient degrades
only slightly (CC ’ 0:96%), the range of RS=P values becomes extremely large, from �21 to �6 (Figure 9).

4. Interpretation and Discussion

4.1. Comparison With Mineral Physics
We convert our VS structure to temperature and VP (or VP to temperature and VS) assuming different compo-
sitional structures. Equilibrium mineralogies and physical properties (VP, VS and density) as a function of
pressure, temperature and composition have been obtained by thermodynamical modeling, using Perple-X
[Connolly, 2009]. All the computations are based on the thermodynamical database by Stixrude and Lith-
gow-Bertelloni [2011] based on a 6 oxides system (Na-Ca-Fe-Mg-Al-Si), already used by Cammarano et al.
[2011], and also include pressure- (P) and temperature- (T) dependent anelasticity effects [Cammarano et al.,
2003]. For a given composition, absolute temperatures can be thus inferred if absolute seismic velocities are
available. We retrieve absolute VS and VP values by assuming correct the values of the reference 1D seismic
model.

We consider two end-member compositional structures without lateral variations. First, we consider a pyro-
litic composition, either as a thermodynamically equilibrated assemblage or as a mechanical mixture (i.e. an
assemblage of chemical components that do not chemically mix) of MORB (20%) and Harzburgite (80%).

Figure 8. (top) Distribution of (left) VS2VP velocity perturbations, (middle) VS velocity perturbation versus RS=P and (right) histogram with
RS=P distribution calculated for model SPani at 2070 km depth. (middle) likewise top plots but replacing the VP component of SPani with a
synthetic VP perfectly scaled from VS. (bottom) White noise is added to the perfectly scaled model of the middle plots until the same corre-
lation coefficient of SPani is reached. (right) Red histograms are only computed in areas where dlnVS < 21%. Solid red lines in right plots
are the global median values while dashed lines are the median values only for low-velocity regions.
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The two cases do not produce significant variations for what concerns the spherically average RS=P profile,
therefore we only show in Figure 6 the result for a mechanical mixture (red lines). Second, we test a compo-
sitional structure that captures the chemical stratification obtained in geodynamical mantle convection
models [e.g., Tackley et al., 2005; Nakagawa et al., 2010]. Namely, we model a mechanical mixture made of
10% MORB (and 90% Harzburgite) just below 660 km depth which linearly increases in MORB content,
reaching 80% MORB (and 20% Harzburgite) at the CMB. In spite of the uncertainties in mineral physics
parameters, well described in Cobden et al. [2009], the deviation in terms of <RS=P> profiles between two
compositional models that entail totally different geodynamic scenarios is very small (Figure 6, red lines).
Indeed, seismic models with a slightly different roughness damping parameter are characterized by larger
variations in <RS=P> as illustrated in Figure 6 by the black curves.

The increasing trend with depth is generally well reproduced by models with purely thermal variations,
such as the two shown in red in Figure 6. Only relatively small deviations around the mean emerge in corre-
spondence of mineralogical phase transitions.

Since the seismically observed large range of lateral variations in RS=P cannot be reproduced by thermal var-
iations alone, we test the effects of lateral compositional variations on spherical-average RS=P . We carried

Figure 9. Same analysis presented in Figure 8 for the ‘‘tomographic filtering hypothesis test’’ using the mantle convection model of Bello
et al. [2015] for two cases: (a) one in which all the points are considered and (b) one in which small and opposite-sign anomalies are omit-
ted. (top) Input model and (bottom) recovered output model. The correlation coefficient between VS and VP changes from CC5100% for
the input model, to CC596% in the output model.
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out two tests: (i) we introduce random
small-scale differences between an
extremely depleted (100% harzburgite)
and a depleted (40% MORB, 60% harz-
burgite) composition; (ii) we associate
the large negative shear-velocity prov-
inces in the lower mantle (we arbitra-
rily choose dlnVS < 21%) with an
enriched composition (40% MORB)
and fast anomalies (dlnVS > 0:5) with
Harzburgite. The spherical-average
profiles do not significantly change
from the compositional models with-
out lateral variations shown in Figure
6, but we now span a large, even
though smaller of what seismically
observed, range of variations (see Fig-
ure 10). Assuming MORB enrichment
in LLSVPs results in slightly lower RS=P

and not higher (Figure 10) which is in
agreement with the results derived
from synthetic global models [e.g.,
Davies et al., 2012]. This result is due to

the fact that, according to our mineral physics database, MORB composition is faster in VS than in VP com-
pared to a reference pyrolitic mantle. For example, at a temperature of 2000 K and at 2070 km depth, MORB
VS is �1:5% faster than pyrolite and VP is only �0:2% faster. This result is in conflict with the result of Cob-
den et al. [2009], which obtained for a similar Si-rich and Mg-poor composition a stronger effect on VP than
on VS, and most likely depends on the role that sodium has in stabilizing the Ca-Ferrite (CF) phase
(neglected in Cobden et al. [2009]).

It is not possible to obtain the observed trend toward high RS=P both in relatively slow and fast regions
(Figure 7), confirming the lack of a physical meaning of this feature. As we showed previously, this trend
can easily be obtained adding small decorrelation between VP and VS structure. This is also the case for the
relatively high median values of RS=P in LLSVPs compared to global median (Figure 7) which can be origi-
nated by the same mechanism. In conclusion, our attempt of interpreting VP and VS structure is complicated
by the limitation in tomography imaging and by uncertainties in the mineral physics.

4.2. Are Large-Scale Chemical Anomalies Required in Correspondence of LLSVPs?
In spite of its limitations, seismic tomography provides the best resolved images of the deep Earth’s interior.
In SPani, we considered a very large seismic database which includes P2 and S2 body waves, surface
waves and overtones. We show here that small perturbations in tomography regularization parameters can
have significant consequences for the determination of RS=P (and also for the indirect determination of R/=S,
the relative ratio between bulk-sound and shear-velocity). In particular, seismic data do not tightly constrain
high values of the S2to2P heterogeneity ratio in LLSVPs. This result, however, does not preclude that these
large regions are chemically different than surrounding mantle. In addition, as shown in Figure 1, most of
the structural differences between dlnVS and dlnVP (but not all and not in a uniform manner) occur within
the LLSVPs. As a matter of fact, an extremely chemically enriched composition can have a mild effect on
RS=P (e.g., see Figure 10).

Density is an important discriminating factor between thermal and compositional effects [e.g., Forte and
Mitrovica, 2001; Deschamps and Trampert, 2003], but lateral variations are only poorly resolved by gravity
(and geoid) observations and by seismic data (i.e., low-frequency normal modes [e.g., Ishii and Tromp,
2004]). Density models obtained from combined interpretation of geodynamic and seismic observations
[e.g., Simmons et al., 2010; Ishii and Tromp, 2004] show an anti-correlation between density and VS toward
the bottom of the mantle (where our model lacks resolution) which would require a chemical explanation.
However, sensitivity to density variations is weak close to the CMB [Romanowicz, 2001]. A combination of

Figure 10. Heterogeneity ratio against VS variations for a layer centered at
2070 km depth. Black circles refer to the values in model SPani. Cyan circles are
values obtained by inverting VS for a randomly perturbed compositions between
harzburgite and 40% MORB, red circles are values obtained by assigning MORB
composition in regions where dlnVS < 21 and harzburgite composition where
dlnVS > 0:5.
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body waves and core-sensitive normal modes into the same tomographic inversion can increase the con-
straint on the density and seismic structure in the CMB region [Houser, 2007]. In our joint VP and VS inver-
sion, we did not invert for density. We can, however, predict density structure by interpreting the seismic
structure using mineral physics relationships. Large uncertainties exist. The most evident problem is the
incompatibility between thermal interpretation of VP and VS structure using the same compositional struc-
ture [e.g., Cammarano et al., 2005; Davies et al., 2015] and thus on lateral density contrasts. A purely thermal
interpretation of VS, assuming pyrolite, gives LLSVPs that are �20% hotter than mean temperature at
2100 km depth, and around 0.7% less dense than average density at the same depth (Figure 11). Much
smaller temperature and density contrasts, respectively �10% and �0:35% at 2100 km depth, are obtained
by converting the VP structure with the same composition and mineral physics database.

According to our computation, a MORB composition for LLSVPs (we consider regions with dlnVS < 21%)
would have negligible effects on thermal contrasts, but strongly affects the density structure. We compute
slightly hotter LLSVPs, i.e �22%, interpreting VS and around the same previous value, i.e �10%, assuming
VP. Since MORB is significantly denser than pyrolite at the same P – T conditions, the density contrast due to
thermal effects is largely, but not entirely, balanced by a MORB chemical composition in the case VS is inter-
preted (Figure 11, bottom-left), and LLSVPs become even denser than surrounding mantle (around 0.15% at
2100 km) in case of less strong thermal contrasts predicted from VP.

We are not able to find a compositional model that is consistent with our data. However, in light of the lim-
ited sensitivity to density structure of the lower mantle and of large uncertainties from mineral physics, we
cannot draw a final conclusion on the presence or absence of large-scale chemical anomalies at the LLSVPs.

4.3. Resolution of RS=P

It is conventionally assumed that seismic anomalies with values of RS=P > 2:5 require also compositional
and/or phase related effects beside temperature to be explained [e.g., Karato, 1993; Karato and Karki, 2001].

Figure 11. Relative density variations at 2100 km depth inferred from (left) VS and (right) VP of SPani. (top) Purely thermal density structure assuming pyrolite composition. (bottom)
Effects of composition on density contrast: MORB chemical composition is assumed in regions with dlnVS < 21%, which are associated with LLSVPs.
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Spherical-average RS=P has been used as an indicator of compositional anomalies in the lower part of the
mantle [e.g., Deschamps and Trampert, 2003]. Moreover, high values of RS=P in LLSVPs are in agreement with
the presence of chemically dense piles of hot material.

We have analyzed our joint VP2VS tomographic model to estimate the S2to2P heterogeneity ratio and its
spherical-average profile. We found values of <RS=P> in the lower mantle which are lower than what
inferred from previous seismic studies and not higher than 2.5. More importantly, we have shown how the
statistical distribution of RS=P is extremely sensitive to the model parameterization and regularization. There-
fore, any average estimate (e.g., mean, median) of RS=P , at a given depth, is not well constrained by seismic
data. Information derived from synthetic tests show that the width of the histograms, the high value of RS=P

within the LLSVPs, and the increasing trend of RS=P for both positive and negative velocity anomalies, can
be replicated in models perturbed with random noise. This result is in disagreement with what proposed by
Deschamps and Trampert [2003] for which the dispersion of the histograms contains qualitative information
of compositional anomalies.

Older low resolution models, for example the model of Robertson and Woodhouse [1996], are characterized
by very high values (e.g., 2.7 at 2000 km depth). Similar values can be also obtained by smoothing SPani in
spherical harmonics down to degree 8. A more subtle effect is related to the choice of regularization param-
eters. We have shown that slight variations in the roughness damping parameters between VP and VS can
have significant effects on the estimated <RS=P>, although the data fit remains substantially unchanged.
Specifically, the variation in <RS=P> with models with slightly different roughness exceeds the theoretical
variation in RS=P profile between two extremely different (1D) compositional structures (Figure 6).

The slope of the best (orthogonal) linear fit between the VP and VS velocity perturbations should be a more
robust indicator for <RS=P> since it is not affected by noise in the model parameters. However, as discussed
in section 3.5, seismic data do not tightly constrain the amplitudes of the anomalies, and this will affect
obtained slopes.

Our results evidence the difficulty to extract a robust physical interpretation on the basis of a specific seis-
mic model and the risk of over-interpreting the model. Some of the model features which are not strictly
required by the data can have, if interpreted, important implications for the nature of the mantle.

5. Conclusion

We have extended the analysis of our shear and compressional tomographic velocity model SPani [Teso-
niero et al., 2015] to the lower mantle structure with the aim of interpreting lower mantle seismic anomalies
in terms of temperature and composition.

We found robust structural differences between VP and VS within the LLSVPs and an increasing decorrela-
tion toward the bottom of the mantle. The two observations suggest a possible compositional layering
within the LLSVPs and question the interpretation of LLSVPs as isolated thermo-chemical piles. The mor-
phology of subducting slabs and differences between VP and VS show a complex pattern, with some slabs
which deflect and stagnate in the transition zone and others at greater depth. In summary, the robust struc-
tural features indicate a complex lower mantle and suggest a dispersed chemical heterogeneity throughout
the mantle.

In order to better interpret model SPani, we assessed how well the structural variations and the S2to2P
heterogeneity ratio can be determined from seismic data. Our analysis shows that the definition of the
spherical-average value of the S2to2P heterogeneity ratio can lead to different estimates and that the sta-
tistical distribution of RS=P is strongly biased by specific choices in model’s parameterization and regulariza-
tion, as already reported in Hernlund and Houser [2008]. Small decorrelations between dlnVP and dlnVS do
not significantly deteriorate our ability to detect the structure, but they do significantly alter the statistical
distribution of RS=P and lead to overestimate RS=P in LLSVPs. Lateral variations in RS=P are also affected by the
limited sensitivity of seismic data to the amplitude of the anomalies. Owing to large mineral physics uncer-
tainties, low values of RS=P cannot, however, exclude the presence of large-scale chemical heterogeneity.

We found that temperature variations, and associated density contrasts based on given compositional
structures, significantly vary if VP or VS are interpreted. Albeit biased by the limited sensitivity to seismic
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anomalies amplitudes, and by the large uncertainties in high pressure-temperature mineral physics, this
result might indicate the possibility for chemical heterogeneity. A systematic search to find the most likely
thermo-chemical structure for geophysical data, properly dealing with all uncertainties involved, emerges
as an indispensable tool for the future. Our results also call for a better characterization, at high pressures
and temperatures, of the seismic velocity of Earth materials.
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